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ABSTRACT

METHODOLOGY

Laboratories are far more energy intensive than typical
commercial buildings, but not all laboratories consume
energy for the same reasons. Most available design
guidance for laboratories provides a list of energy
efficiency strategies that include reducing design air
change rates, decoupling of cooling and ventilation
systems, and employing variable air volume fume
hoods. However, there are multiple parameters that
should be evaluated for each project’s unique
requirements to assess the value of any particular
strategy. Utilizing a simple block model and results
from multiple parametric simulations, the authors will
make a case that based on each project’s functional
requirements and location, different projects respond
very differently to the same strategies.

A five zone energy model, with equal exposure to all
four orientations, was created using eQuest v3.64
(DOE2.2 simulation engine) to account for the load
diversity caused by envelope heat gain/loss associated
with any particular orientation. Roof heat exchange
constitutes an insignificant portion of a typical lab
energy use and was not included in this analysis. The
analysis utilizes the batch processing feature of DOE2.2
to simulate a total of 216 parametric runs to represent
all possible permutations of varying three key
operational parameters: climate, usage pattern and air
change rates to understand the effectiveness of three key
efficiency strategies: decoupling cooling and
ventilation, water side economizer and air change rate
reduction with active quality sensing.

INTRODUCTION

The assumptions used in the energy model are presented
in Figure 1. All the assumptions are based on ASHRAE
90.1-2007 minimum performance requirements.
Additionally, the analysis assumes chilled water and
steam from a central plant with annual efficiencies
based on the guidance for Treatment of District or
Campus Thermal Energy published by USGBC.

This paper presents results from multiple energy
simulations and attempts to assess relationships between
the functional requirements, loads, operational
flexibility, climate and the effectiveness of various
energy efficiency measures.
Savings with ventilation airflow reduction vary greatly
with climate, sensible and ventilation system decoupling
offers savings only if the internal loads are higher than a
certain threshold, an all air system can be more efficient
than a decoupled system if air side economizer is
effective for that climate, variable air volume exhaust is
effective only if the use allows for airflow modulation.
The results discussed are from computer based
simulation which showed that the selection of energy
efficiency strategies in a laboratory project requires a
thorough understanding of ventilation rates, sensible
and latent loads, operational airflow and humidity
control requirements, envelope heat transfer and the
climate.

Model Input Parameters
Zone Parameters
Model Geometry

150' x 150' with 25' perimeter zones

Occupant density

150 ft 2 /person

Lighting power density

1.4 W/ft 2

Air side system
Design temperature
Supply air temperatures
Fan system power
Water side system
Chilled water plant

Heating - 70 o F, Cooling - 75 o F
Heating - 90 o F, Cooling - 55 o F
1.5 W/cfm

Steam plant

4.40 annual average COP
70% annual average efficiency

Pumping system power

CHW - 22 W/gpm, HW - 19 W/gpm

Figure 1 Summary of Energy Model Inputs
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Operational Parameters
One of the objectives of this study is to test the
influence of climate on lab energy use. This analysis
narrows down the study to three main climate types –
cooling dominated or Hot, moderate or Mild climate
and heating dominated or Cold,. For this study, Miami
with more than 9000 cooling design days represents a
Hot Climate, San Francisco with around 3000 heating
and cooling design days is a good representation of a
Mild Climate and Minneapolis with close to 8000
heating design days represents a Cold Climate.
Lab energy use is largely driven by equipment usage
and the effectiveness of any design strategy will be
highly influenced by the diversity with which the lab
operates. For example, a university teaching lab will
have intermediate spikes in usage, while a research
laboratory will operate at a higher diversity. An
equipment energy intensive research lab or a lab
support space will have high equipment usage for most
of the day. Figure 2 shows the three different usage
patterns used for this analysis.
LOW USAGE
TYPCIAL USAGE
HIGH USAGE

100%
80%

The loads in the energy model include equipment,
lighting, occupants and envelope heat gain and losses.
The only parameter varied here is the equipment load
since they form a major portion of the load for any
typical laboratory space. Three different equipment
power densities are tested in this analysis – 4W/ft2,
6W/ft2 and 12W/ft2. All other load parameters were set
at the minimum levels required by ASHRAE 90.1-2007
as listed in Table 1.
There are numerous codes and standards which regulate
the air change rate requirement of a laboratory and
different facilities follow different codes. The range of
recommended air change rate varies from 4-12 by US
OSHA
(Occupational
Safety
and
Health
Administration), minimum of 8 ACH (occupied) by
NFPA (National Fire Protection Association), 6-10
ACH (occupied) recommended by 2007 ASHRAE
HVAC application. The study uses 4, 6 and 12 ACH to
cover most laboratory types.
Efficiency Strategies
The decoupling of cooling and ventilation is
represented by modeling a dedicated outside air system
for ventilation air conditioning and zone fan coil units
for sensible conditioning. Fan coils have been selected
as the decoupling strategy for this analysis because they
can be used for a wide range of internal loads.
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Figure 2 Three different usage patterns studied in this
analysis. Low Usage represents a teaching lab
schedule. Typical Usage represents a typical research
lab schedule. High Usage represents a space such as
computational lab / lab support space.
The internal load assumptions along with the space
ventilation requirements also play a major role in the
HVAC design decision. Labs with high internal loads
that require more conditioned air than the minimum
required ventilation air are called Load Driven labs.
On the other hand, if the lab air change rate drives the
ventilation, then it is called Ventilation Driven. It is
important to understand the driving factor in laboratory
HVAC energy consumption. Accordingly, different
internal loads and ventilation rates are tested as design
parameters in this study.

The other main strategy tested in this study is
ventilation rate reduction in labs using air quality
sensing and unoccupied setback. The former uses air
quality sensors that reduce the lab air change rate up to
half the design rates when the contaminant
concentration is lower. The latter utilizes time based
programmed controls and occupancy sensors to setback
the air change rate during unoccupied periods.
NO ACH REDUCTION
UNOCCUPIED SETBACK
AIR QUALITY SENSING
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Figure 3 Air change schedules used for the analysis
Using batch processing, multiple parametric runs are
simulated that represent all possible permutations of
operational parameters and efficiency.
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Climate
The first case tested was the effectiveness of the
decoupled HVAC system and the once through all air
variable air volume (VAV) system for the three climate
types. The results show that decoupling of cooling and
ventilation system as a design strategy is most effective
for Hot Climates. For Cold and Mild Climates,
decoupling actually increases the annual cooling energy
consumption because of the elimination of air-side
economizer operation.
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Figure 5 Annual HVAC source energy comparison for
decoupled systems with and without water-side
economizers (WSE)
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The analysis is divided into the three parts based on the
three main design parameters that are described in the
previous section – climate, usage patterns and air
change rates. The results are presented in terms of
source energy use intensity (EUI) since it normalizes
the electricity and gas consumption and presents a
better metric for energy consumption comparison. US
Average source to site ratios of 3.34 and 1.047 were
used for electricity and natural gas respectively.
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Figure 6 Annual HVAC source energy comparison for
all air vs. decoupled case for different climates with Air
Quality Sensors (AQS) based air change reduction
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Figure 4 Annual HVAC source energy comparison for
all air vs. decoupled case for different climates. The
analysis assumes: ACH: 6, EPD: 12 W/ft2, Typical
Usage and no ACH reduction
The increase in space cooling energy with decoupling is
due to the winter time cooling requirement of the lab
and can be avoided by implementing a water-side
economizer for free winter cooling. During winters, the
water-side economizer utilizes the cold condenser water
to precool the chilled water loop or provide cooling to a
medium temperature chilled water loop. Thus helping to
reduce or completely eliminate the load on the chillers
during winter and shoulder seasons.
The impact of a water-side economizer on decoupled
systems in the three climates was also tested. The
results are presented in Figure 5, and show that
incorporating water-side economizer with decoupled
system works best for Cold and Mild Climates. The
strategy does not show any saving for Hot Climates.

In Mild and Cold Climates, a decoupled system with a
water-side economizer is a better strategy because it
reduces fan energy, and also heating energy associated
with outside air conditioning.
The climate analysis shows that decoupling of cooling
and ventilation system is a good strategy for Hot
Climates where air-side economizer is not feasible.
Decoupling is a good strategy for locations where
higher outside intake is not feasible because of humidity
or air quality issues.
Based on these results, all analyses for a decoupled
system in Cold and Mild Climates are henceforth
performed with water-side economizers.
The ventilation air change reduction strategy was also
tested to understand its impact in different climates. The
results show that with the incorporation of air change
reduction strategies, decoupling does not provide
additional energy savings for Mild Climates and the
magnitude of savings actually reduce for Cold Climate.
But decoupling of cooling and ventilation with air
change reduction strategy provides higher saving in a
Hot Climate (Figure 6).
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Usage Pattern

PUMPS

The analysis is performed by testing the impact of usage
patterns for all air VAV and decoupled systems for each
climate. Figure 7 shows the results for Hot Climate, the
results indicate that decoupling of cooling and
ventilation provides savings for all cases but the
strategy offers maximum benefit when lab usage is high.
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Figure 7 Annual HVAC source energy comparison for
Hot Climate with different lab usage patterns. The
analysis assumes: ACH: 6, EPD: 12 W/ft2and no ACH
reduction
Figure 8 shows the results for Cold Climate and follow
a similar trend in overall HVAC source energy as seen
in a Hot Climate. The results show that even with waterside economizer, the annual energy savings are limited
for decoupled system with Low and Typical Usage. At
low loads, the savings with summer time air-side
economizer operation are negated by decoupling the
ventilation system.
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For Low Usage labs, where the energy consumption is
driven by ventilation rather than loads, decoupling of
cooling and ventilation does not show significant energy
savings. It becomes important in these cases to include
air change reduction strategies to reduce the lab
ventilation load.
After incorporating air quality sensor based ventilation
rate reduction, it was found that savings from decoupled
systems can be increased across all lab usage patterns in
Hot Climate. Figure 10 shows the energy comparison
between all-air VAV and decoupled system after
incorporating ventilation rate reduction controls.
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Figure 8 Annual HVAC source energy comparison for
Cold Climate with different lab usage patterns. The
analysis assumes: ACH: 6, EPD: 12 W/ft2and no ACH
reduction
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It is hence necessary to understand the usage pattern of
a lab before making a decision about selecting
decoupled system against an all air VAV system.
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Figure 9 shows the results for a Mild Climate. The
findings are very similar to that of the other two
climates tested. Based on these results it can be inferred
that decoupling of cooling and ventilation will have the
best payback for High Usage labs in any climate zone.
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Figure 9 Annual HVAC source energy comparison for
Mild Climate with different lab usage patterns. The
analysis assumes: ACH: 6, EPD: 12 W/ft2and no ACH
reduction
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In this section different lab usage patterns, as described
previously, are tested to understand the impact of lab
usage diversity on design decisions related to system
selection and energy efficiency strategies such as
unoccupied air change setback and air quality sensor
based air change reduction in laboratories.
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Figure 10 Annual HVAC source energy comparison for
Hot Climate with different lab usage patterns. The
analysis assumes: ACH: 6, EPD: 12 W/ft2and Air
Quality Sensing (AQS)
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Comparing Figures 7 and 10, particularly for High
Usage, it can be seen that implementing air change
reduction strategy does not reduce the energy
consumption of an All Air VAV system. This is because
the high usage causes the lab to be load driven
throughout the day. Therefore, air change reduction
strategies only make sense after decoupling the cooling
and ventilation.
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Figure 11 Annual HVAC source energy comparison for
Cold Climate with different lab usage patterns. The
analysis assumes: ACH: 6, EPD: 12 W/ft2and Air
Quality Sensing (AQS)
For Cold Climates (Figure 11), the results show that
energy savings from decoupled system for Low and
Typical Usage do not improve with ventilation
reduction strategies. But for High Usage labs, the
energy savings increase with ventilation reduction
because of better part load performance of dedicated
outside air unit fans as well as savings in winter time
ventilation air heating.
Figure 12 shows the results for Mild Climate. The
results indicate that for a decoupled cooling and
ventilation case, ventilation rate reduction provides
maximum savings for labs with High Usage. For all
other lab types, the All Air VAV system with
ventilation reduction strategy operates more efficiently.
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Based on “High Performance Laboratories” design
source book (2011) published by PG&E, 1 ACH of air
at a design temperature differential of 20°F should be
able to meet a load of 1 W/ft2. Accordingly, decoupling
of ventilation and cooling provides maximum savings in
an internal load driven lab and ventilation rate reduction
provides the maximum benefit when the lab is
ventilation driven. The graphs shown in this section
further illustrate this finding. The graphs represent
different combinations of loads and air change rates for
both VAV and decoupled systems.
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Figure 13 Annual HVAC source energy comparison for
the three climates with different equipment power
densities. The analysis assumes: ACH: 6, Typical
Usage, no ACH reduction
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Figure 12 Annual HVAC source energy comparison for
Mild Climate with different lab usage patterns. The
analysis assumes: ACH: 6, EPD: 12 W/ft2and Air
Quality Sensing (AQS)

As seen in the above graphs decoupling cooling and
ventilation does not show savings when the lab internal
loads are lower than or equal to the air change rate.
Ventilation rate reduction either through unoccupied
setback, or air quality sensing, is the best strategy for
ventilation driven labs.
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CONCLUSIONS
Based on the results of this study, ventilation driven
labs show a higher potential for energy savings than
load driven labs; with the exception of High Usage labs
in Hot Climates. Figure 14 presents the energy savings
with the different efficiency measures across the entire
range of climatic, operational and functional
parameters. The following are the key observations
from this analysis:
1.

Decoupling the cooling and ventilation systems
offer maximum savings for Load Driven labs in
Hot Climate, particularly for High Usage.

2.

In Mild and Cold Climates, where air side
economizer is most effective, decoupling cooling
and ventilation results in an energy penalty because
of reduced free cooling potential.

3.

In Mild and Cold Climates, the decision on all air
vs decoupled systems should depend on the usage
pattern of the labs.

4.

A water side economizer should be incorporated
with decoupled systems, especially for High Usage
labs in Mild and Cold Climates.

5.

In Hot Climates however, incorporating a waterside economizer does not show any energy benefit.

6.

7.

If however, High Usage Load Driven labs are
designed with decoupled systems, air quality
sensing offers substantial energy savings.

8.

For Ventilation Driven labs, substantial energy
savings can be achieved by ventilation rate
reduction with stategies such as air quality sensing.

9.

Additionally for Ventilation Driven labs,
incorporating air quality sensing with decoupled
systems increases the savings potential, especially
for Hot Climates.

10. The energy saving potential for air quality sensing
in addition to decoupling varies with climate types.
The increase is limited for Mild Climate, but higher
for Cold and Hot Climates.
In summary, it is important to analyze the actual
climatic, functional and operational characteristics of a
lab before making decisions regarding energy efficiency
strategies. Since most of this information depends on
the end users and may vary once the lab is in operation,
it is important to utilize data from past experience or
have a discussion with the end users about anticipated
usage.
The analysis illustrates that if strategies are not carefully
assessed for their application in the particular project,
the additional investment might offer little or no energy
savings, or even result in an energy penalty.

Air quality sensing does not offer any savings if the
labs are Load Driven and High Usage, offering no
potential for ventilation rate reduction.
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Figure 14 Annual HVAC source energy savings potential with different efficiency measures for various studied
climatic, operational and functional parameters.
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